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Introduction to Colored Pencil Prayers
The first words we hear from God in scripture are: "Let there be light." Creation begins with an
explosion of color. And it is good. I developed these colored pencil prayer forms out of a love for color,
out of a need to pray in ways that release me from wordiness. I use these prayer forms as a way of
playing and resting and connecting with God. I pray they allow you to do the same.
This book presents five types of colored pencil prayers. The only art supplies you will need to
engage in these prayers are colored pencils and perhaps a pen. For each type of prayer, you will find an
example, instructions, and five pages that each contain a prompt and room for your own prayer
drawing. (I am grateful to the prayer artists who contributed the examples!) In addition, there are five
blank pages at the back of the book for you to continue practicing the given exercises or create your
own.
The structure of this book allows it to be used in many ways--as an occasional practice, a
weekly practice, a family practice. If you want to use Colored Pencil Prayers as part of a daily practice,
you might choose to spend a week on each prayer type (i.e. do the five PrayerDoodles during one
week), or to do a different type of activity each day of the week (i.e. PrayerDoodles on Monday, Visual
Lectio on Tuesday, etc.) for five weeks. Note that these activities can be used during individual prayer
times or with groups.
As you enter into the creative prayers, remember that the instructions and examples given are
merely guides to get you started. There is no wrong way to do the prayer exercises. The point of the
prayers is not to make an attractive product; the point is to enter more deeply into relationship with
God, to let the words of scripture take up residence in your heart.

Colored Pencil Prayer #1: PrayerDoodles
This exercise is inspired by the practices of Zen Doodling and Praying in Color. It can be an especially
helpful prayer when there are lists running around in your head, when there is a situation weighing
heavily on your heart, or when you just need some help slowing down.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use a black pen or pencil to draw a dot in each corner of your paper. Connect the dots with
wavy lines to form a border.
Next, divide the framed area into several sections by drawing random lines within the frame.
Place a focus scripture, image, or thought in one of the sections near the center.
In the remaining sections of your doodle, write words, names, and/or phrases that reflect
who/what you want to lift up in prayer.
After you have written words in each section, begin coloring your prayer doodle one section at
a time. You can color in an entire section, draw in a pattern, use multiple colors . . . anything
you want.
As you color each section, offer the word(s) written there as a prayer to God.

This PrayerDoodle example is by Cheryl Davis.
She writes that it "is related to our church's partnership ministry with refugees in Morocco. Many of
them are living in desperate, inhumane conditions. I took part in a recent trip to meet many refugees
and the leaders who serve and work with them . . . their situation weighs heavily on heart."

PrayerDoodle Prompts:
1. Thanksgiving: In each section of your PrayerDoodle, write something for which you are thankful.
Consider using words from 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18: "Rejoice always, pray without ceasing, in
everything give thanks."
2. Burden-Bearing: In each section of your PrayerDoodle, write down a burden that you want to
release. Consider using words from Matthew 11:28: "Come to me all you who are burdened, and I will
give you rest."
3. Today: In each section of your PrayerDoodle, write down a person or situation that you will face
today. Pray for your awareness of God's presence in each situation; pray God's peace for each person.
Consider using words from Matthew 6:33: "Seek first God's Kingdom and God's righteousness and
these things will be given to you as well."
4. Healing: In each section of your PrayerDoodle, write down the name of someone who needs
healing, or write an aspect of your life in which you need healing. Consider using words from
Luke 9:11: "Jesus welcomed the crowds and spoke to them about the Kingdom of God, and healed
those who needed healing."
5. Peace: In each section of your PrayerDoodle, write down the name of a person or situation that
needs peace; or pray over one particular situation in which peace is needed and write down various
people and places connected to that situation. Consider using words from Isaiah 2:4: "They will beat
their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks. Nation will not take up sword against
nation, nor will they train for war anymore."

Colored Pencil Prayer #2: Visual Lectio Divina
This exercise is an adaptation of the ancient Christian practice of Lectio Divina, or divine reading. It is
a scripture-focused exercise that can help you experience a Bible passage in a new way. This exercise
works well with stories from scripture, though you might find you like to explore other types of
scripture this way also.
Read the scripture passage out loud. Listen for the words or phrases that grab your attention.
Note the most compelling words and phrases from the passage.
• Read through the scripture passage silently. This time consider what colors come to mind as you
read. There may be colors associated with actual objects in the passage or colors that reflect a
general mood of the scripture. Get out the colored pencils that are the colors you associate with
the passage.
• Read the scripture passage one more time, silently or out loud. This time, think about the shapes
that the passage invokes. These might be shapes of specific objects, but not necessarily. Note
the shape(s) suggested by the scripture.
• On your paper, use your selected colored pencils to draw the shapes and write the words that
you made note of as you read. You might find that the shapes make a picture or a pattern. You
may feel you want to write some of the words and phrases over and over. Simply draw and
write in any way you like as you contemplate the scripture passage you have read.

•

Visual Lectio Divina Prompts:
1. Matthew 26:6-14; A Woman Anoints Jesus
2. John 6:1-15; Jesus Feeds a Crowd
3. Ezekiel 37:1-14; Ezekiel in the Valley
4. Jonah 4:2-11; Jonah is Angry with God
5. Acts 9:1-9; Saul is Blinded on the Road

These examples of Visual Lectio Divina are from the Derek Yoder and his three children : Anna (5), Jill
(8), and Mira (10).
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Colored Pencil Prayer #3: Offering and Receiving
This prayer exercise provides time for you to offer something of yourself to God; time for you
to open yourself up to receive what God has to offer you in return. Because the exercise can be done
with no written or spoken words, it is a good exercise for times when you feel overwhelmed, when
words escape you, when you just need a quiet mental and spiritual space.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Draw a small shape in the center of your paper (a regular shape, a blobby shape, a spiky
shape . . ) to represent the heart of what you are offering to God. Offer this in prayer as you
color in the shape.
Draw another shape around the first shape to represent a more specific aspect of your offering.
Again, offer this to God as you color in this second shape.
Repeat the above process a few times, until you have offered what you need to offer.
◦ Note: This reaching out portion of your prayer should not take up more than half of your
drawing space. Focus on offering the people or situations to God rather than praying for
them in more traditional ways.)
Draw a large shape around the shapes you have already colored. This shape should touch the
edges of the drawing area. Draw another shape (or 2 or however many fit) in between the
largest shape and the shapes you have colored.
Now color in the shapes you have just drawn, beginning with the outer-most shape and working
your way toward the center. As you color each shape, open your spirit to receive any words,
scriptures, songs, or images that God may be offering to you.
If you like, you can write some of your offerings and God's offerings on the left side or back of
your page when you are done coloring.

This example of an Offering & Receiving prayer is a prayer I prayed for my church community, Peace
Mennonite.

Offering & Receiving Prompts
1. Offering Personal Anxiety: What is something in your life that you are deeply worried about?
Offer God your anxieties related to this issue.
2. Offering Prayers for Peace: Offer your concerns for peace in a particular region or situation.
3. Offering Indecision: This prayer process can be a tool for discernment. Offer to God the "pros"
and "cons" regarding a decision you need to make. Listen for God's counsel to you.
4. Offering a Loved One: Offer prayers for someone you love who is in need.
5. Offering Your Church (or Other Community): Place your church--or your class, your family,
your workplace . . . any community of which you are a part-into the hands of God.
Colored Pencil Prayer #4: Traced Hand Prayer
This practice seeks to intimately connect you to God's promise and comfort offered in Scripture. While
you can use this prayer form to pray for others, it is a powerful way to pray for yourself--to place your
woundedness into the heart of God's healing presence.
•
•
•

•

Place one hand on the paper and trace around it in pen or pencil. (The pages in this book are
likely not big enough for your entire hand, but you can fit most of your hand on the page.)
Inside the hand, write something personal--write about a struggle you are having, healing that
you need, a goal you are striving for, changes God is working in your life. (The prompts will
give more specific suggestions.
Outside the hand, write a scripture passage that seems to be God's response to what you have
written inside the hand. Write the words of the scripture around the outline of the hand, filling
up the page. You may end up writing the entire passage--or parts of the passage--more than
once. (In the prompts, I have suggested scriptures that speak to the general theme of the prompt.
Be open to the Holy Spirit giving you a different word from God.)
Once the words are written, place your hand inside the hand outline and breathe in God's words
for you.

These examples of Traced Hand Prayers are from Jeni Umble and her sister, Kym Roberts-Mitchell.

Traced Hand Prayer Prompts
1. Write about your deep fear or anxiety.
• "Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid." (John 14:27)
2. Write about a deep wound from the past or a current addiction that you struggle with--or a
change you need to make.
• "Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come: The old has gone, the new is
here!" (2 Corinthians 5:17)
3. Write about a decision you have to make.
• "Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not upon your own understanding. In all your
ways acknowledge God, and God will direct your paths." (Proverbs 3:5-6)
4. Write about your disappointment with yourself, the ways you feel that you are failing; feelings
of inadequacy.
• "You have searched me, God, and you know me . . . For you created my inmost being; you
knit me together in my mother’s womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully
made." (Psalm 139: 1, 13-14)
5. Write about healing that you desire.
• "LORD my God, I called to you for help,and you healed me." (Psalm 30:2)
• Or: "Have mercy on me, LORD, for I am faint; heal me, LORD, for my bones are in agony. My
soul is in deep anguish. How long, LORD, how long?" (Psalm 6:2-3).

Colored Pencil Prayer #5: Color Burst Meditations
Like Lectio Divina, this practice is a form of scripture meditation. You could use it for any passage of
scripture. It is particularly suited for meditating on the poetry of the Bible. I would suggest choosing
passages no fewer than five verses long and no more than twenty.
•
•
•
•

Read the entire scripture passage and get out several colored pencils--whatever colors the
passage suggests to you.
Read the first verse/phrase of the passage and repeat it aloud or in your mind as you choose a
color and make a swirl or spiral or line on your paper.
Repeat the above step for each remaining verse/phrase of your reading. Many of your swirls,
spirals, and lines might overlap or interweave.
When you have prayed through the scripture, you can write any particular phrase from the
reading on your paper if you wish.

Color Burst Meditation Prompts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Psalm 103:1-13, 21-22
Luke 1:46-55
Isaiah 49:8-13
Job 38:2-18
Philippians 2:5-11

I created this Color Burst Meditation based on Psalm 103:1-13, 21-22.

